equal credit for redefining entities as media. In my view, the term 'media' is relevant not just to paper and electric technologies, but also to trees, reptiles, gases and stones, since every object is a medium transmitting the energies and broadcasts of others. The famous phrase 'the medium is the message' deserves a place not just in TV Guide, but on a short list of the basic principles of metaphysics. All entities are fourfold media, as the McLuhans have done even more than Heidegger to establish.
Fourfolds in general
According to Laws of Media, all technologies have a fourfold structure. As Eric McLuhan tells us: 'We found these four ... and no more. [My father] spent the rest of his life looking for a fifth, if there be one, and simultaneously trying to find a single case in which one of the first four doesn't apply' (McLuhan and McLuhan, 1988, p. viiii) . Both efforts were unsuccessful. The McLuhans finally settled on their quadruple structure, and warmly challenged all comers to modify this number. The final pages of their book contain dozens of riveting tetrads analysing well-known human products. The four laws of media are as follows (ibid.):
• Enhancement: 'every technology extends or amplifies some organ or faculty of the user'; • Obsolescence: 'the attendant "closure"... when one area of experience is heightened or intensified, another is diminished or numbed'; • Reversal: 'every form, pushed to the limit of its potential, reverses its characteristics'; • Retrieval: 'the content of any medium is an older medium'.
Before giving a detailed account of how these four poles interact, we should note that quadruple structures recur repeatedly in human thought. Though the McLuhans find only a 'loose' relationship between their tetrads and the other 'Big Fours' in intellectual history, the nature of this looseness remains to be determined (ibid., p. x). Here are some examples of the Big Fours: the traditional four elements assembled by Empedocles (air, earth, fire, water); Plato's divided line (shadows, things, mathematical objects, perfect forms); Aristotle's four causes (material, formal, efficient, final) ; the medieval cosmology of Scotus Eriugena (based on the two dualities of created/uncreated and capable/incapable of creation); Bacon's four idols (of the tribe, cave, marketplace and theatre); Heidegger's Geviert (earth, sky, gods, mortals). Moreover, New Age philosophy now gives us Ken Wilber's holons (based on a doubling of the part/whole duality). 2 These fourfolds may differ greatly from one another, but they share a common method. The only means of obtaining a rigorous quadruple structure is to cross-breed two dualisms, yielding a world split into four distinct zones.
Using this method, even frivolous fourfolds can be generated. For instance, if we define all human nourishment as either eating or drinking, and as occurring during day or night, we can arrange all acts of consumption in a somewhat ridiculous fourfold of daytime eating, daytime drinking, nighttime eating and night-time drinking. Just as laughably, we might define humans as either blind or seeing, and as either friendly or unfriendly, yielding a fruitless tetrad of the friendly blind, the unfriendly blind, the friendly seeing and the unfriendly seeing. Every fourfold must ensure that its underlying dualisms are profound enough to warrant inclusion in the gridwork of the universe. The previous two examples do not meet this standard.
Another problem for any fourfold theory is to explain how its four poles interact and transform. In a limit case, they need not transform at all. The air, earth, fire and water of Empedocles are unchanging elements of the world; water is always water, and is never turned into fire. The same is not true of Aristotle's philosophy, in which wood is matter when compared with a table, but form when compared with the unstructured 'prime matter' that underlies all physical things. If wood can serve as both form and matter at different times and in different respects, this means that wood serves as a point of intersection for at least two of the four causes, which intersect in the wood in ways that Aristotle never fully clarifies. Hence, some fourfolds are made up of static poles of unchanging entities that never transform, but most refer to four structures found in all places at all times, which allows individual beings to shift allegiance between varying proportions of the four.
Another issue is whether the four poles occur simultaneously, or whether some belong only to past and future moments of time. A good example of a simultaneous fourfold would be Heidegger's earth, sky, gods and mortals, which are all present in a thing at every instant. This contrasts with Aristotle's four causes, in which things have both matter and form at the present moment, while their efficient cause points back towards their origin, and their final cause may look forward to a future purpose (in one reading of Aristotle, at least). In a phenomenological fourfold such as Heidegger's, it is irrelevant where a thing came from and where it is headed. The exact identity of the cobbler who made the peasant shoes (efficient cause) does not enter into the analysis, and the ultimate fate of the shoes (final cause) is irrelevant as well, since all that matters is how human Dasein interprets the purpose of these shoes right now. Though Heidegger is misleadingly read as a critic of isolated now-points, he is actually their greatest championfolding past and future into an ambiguous single instant rather than stretching them out along so-called 'clock time'.
Finally, there is the question of whether each fourfold has a truly universal scope or applies only to certain classes of entities. The fourfold of solid, liquid, gas and plasma applies only to physical substance, not to immaterial things such as religions or comic revues. Bacon's four idols govern only human prejudice, and teach us nothing about stars and jungle cats. Even Aristotle's four causes do not apply in all cases, since he himself cites beings (such as numbers) devoid of material cause. The McLuhans hold that their own tetrads are not universal, but apply only to the structure of language and hence only to human productions. Even Heidegger's fourfold is not meant to be universal, since he denies his tetrad to such horrific objects as nuclear power plants and plastic cups (in this way Heidegger misreads his own fourfold). By contrast, the fourfold of Scotus Eriugena is a clear example of a universal structure, since one cannot imagine any material or immaterial being that would escape classification as either created or uncreated, and as either capable or incapable of creating.
In short, and without trying to be cute, we find that there are four relevant questions for every fourfold structure:
1. What are the two dualisms that generate it? 2. Do its four poles interrelate and transform, or are they static? If the former, then how does this happen? 3. Do the four poles exist simultaneously, or do one or more push us towards some past or future moment? 4. Do the four poles apply to every corner of reality, or only to a limited class of entities? If a limited class, then we are not dealing with philosophy strictly speaking, but a more specialized type of knowledge.
These questions should be kept in mind as we examine the McLuhanite tetrad. We should also remember the phrase 'the single biggest intellectual discovery of ... at least the last couple of centuries'. Instead of mocking this claim for transgressing the customs of modesty, it is more interesting to proceed as though it were literally true. Wild boasts are common in taverns and locker rooms, but surprisingly rare in the works of reputable authors. For this reason we should presume that the boasts of established thinkers, unlike the braggadocio of fishermen and hip-hop artists, are correct until proven otherwise. 3 It is always useful for readers to ask themselves: 'If the book I am reading were the greatest of the century, if it were the recognized classic on which all later work were built, how different would the world look?' This method serves to unmask the hidden mediocrity of so many temporary stars, whose best insights are often nitpicking advances along narrow fronts, changing nothing for anyone. By contrast, the tetrad is a brazen gamble free of all trace of mediocrity. If valid, it demands a total overhaul of how we view much more than technical objects.
The tetrad: historical background
Before considering the mechanics of the tetrad, we should reflect on the historical motives behind the concept. The McLuhans link their fourfold to several familiar ideas. The best place to start is perhaps the well-known figure/ground distinction of gestalt psychology. According to the gestalt model, any perception has some explicit focus, a foreground of which it is consciously aware. But this conscious figure is visible only against a tacit background that is also perceived without being overtly present. For the McLuhans, the crucial point is that figure and ground are always in constant interplay; the exclusive attention to figure was a specifically Western and modern virus, but a virus already killed off during the twentieth century. The dominance of figure is linked with the visual culture of the West since Renaissance times -with its abstract physics of extension, its threedimensional perspective in art, and its reduction of time and space to homogeneous continua. The reign of figure entails an abstraction that honours visual space over what the McLuhans call audile-tactile space. Despite the ultimate difference between the acoustic and the tactile, both are allied against visual space.
This makes a clear parallel with Heidegger's critique of metaphysics and technology as reducing the world to a visible presence-at-hand that strips the world of any cryptic ground. Yet there is an important difference: whereas Heidegger believes we can only wait passively for the reign of technology to run its course, the McLuhans hold that the downfall of visual presence is a fait accompli. We have already entered a post-literate space in which relativity, quantum theory, cubist painting, atonal music, symbolist poetry, dyslexia, cultural illiteracy, and the appearance of a global village linked by electronic media, all show that the post-visual, post-literate, discontinuous world is now upon us. While Heidegger shudders at the horrific landscape of presence that surrounds him, the McLuhans are jubilant that history is on their side, and credit history with getting there first.
To repeat, visual space reduces things to abstractions, to figures devoid of their accompanying ground. 'The formal structure of visual space involves the suppression ... of all ground as a guarantor of abstract, static uniformity' (McLuhan and McLuhan, 1988, p. 15) . And 'no other sense [but vision] ... can suppress ground by isolating and detaching figures' (ibid.). The rise of abstract visuality, the figural sense par excellence, is the product of a specific and familiar technology: 'Visual space ... is an artefact, a side-effect of using a phonetic alphabet. The alphabet acts to intensify the operation of vision and to suppress the operation of the other senses' (ibid., p. 4, emphasis added). Whatever one makes of this blame for the alphabet, it is refreshing that the McLuhans bring the very structure of human consciousness into meaningful dialogue with a specific technology.
Not surprisingly, they also link abstract visual space with Western society. Whereas Western culture breaks the world into isolated figural chunks, Eastern thought views everything in holistic interrelation. Though some may dismiss this point as a cliché, it links nicely with Heidegger's claim that the rise of technology and presence-at-hand is a symptom of Western nihilism since ancient Greece. 'The East, which never had a phonetic alphabet, never had a Euclid and never developed absolute concepts of space and time ' (ibid., p. 43 ). Yet this also leads to a certain dissonance within the McLuhan model of history. On the one hand, the East is described as the land of seamless holistic continuity, and the West as an empire of abstract individual figures detached from their ground. But as the reference to Euclid suggests, the McLuhans also regard visual perception as linked with the model of space and time as abstract continua, in contrast with Einstein's later retrieval of a more holistic model of gravity, in which each body creates its own private space and time by warping the fabric of the cosmos. In this way, the West is accused both of breaking the world into chunks and of reducing it to a continuum; the same holds, mutatis mutandis, for the East. Note further that Renaissance painting does not actually break the world into independent chunks in the supposedly 'Western' manner (that was the method of pre-Renaissance iconography), but brings the objects of the world into holistic union under a single governing perspective. For these reasons, it becomes impossible to place the continuum on either the figure or the ground side of the equation. Hence the notion of continuity plays a sort of pharmakon role for the McLuhans, both poison and cure, since 'continuum' can either serve as Eastern holism or Western abstraction depending on the needs of the moment. 4 Turning to a different theme, visual space is not just abstract and figural. It is also sequential. While visual figures unravel the tapestry of space and time, presenting things in abstract isolation, the McLuhans urge us not to forget acoustic space (or simultaneity) and tactile space (or interval). The acoustic and the tactile do not occur in isolation for the McLuhans, but always work as a team to undermine the pretensions of visual space. The audile/tactile even seems to be the 'natural' form of space, since it is not produced by any known technology, unlike the alphabetic-visual kind. The 'simultaneity' of acoustic space means that numerous figures and grounds are present together at any moment. The 'interval' or 'resonant interval' of tactile space means that figure and ground do not sit side by side, but always mirror or echo one another. The simultaneity of resonant intervals is linked to the idea of 'structure' (McLuhan and McLuhan, 1988, p. 110) and to 'formal causation', which encompasses all of a thing's aspects at once. By contrast, efficient causation emphasizes a sequence of one discrete figure following another.
The McLuhans now add the familiar left-brain/right-brain distinction to the mix. While mainstream academics may smirk at this old chestnut, it remains a tasty nut. In a relevant chart reproduced on page 68 of Laws of Media, we find such well-known examples of the left hemisphere as 'speech/ verbal, logical, mathematical, linear, detailed, sequential, controlled, intellectual, dominant figure) and unspoken enthymeme (ground). For the McLuhans, if the series of syllogisms in dialectic refers to becoming, the simultaneous weave of grammar and rhetoric refers to being. Admittedly, the current fashion in philosophy regards being as dull and static, and becoming as dynamic and alluring. Yet the McLuhans hold (and Heidegger would agree) that 'being is multidimensional and environmental and admits of no point of view. As with any other ground, Being cannot be perceived directly; it has to be seen by side-effects' (McLuhan and McLuhan, 1988, p. 59) . Phrased differently, 'the chiaroscuro of "Becoming" as a sequential process has been pushed aside and replaced by the iconic absolutism of "Being" ' (ibid.). It is unfortunate that the term chiaroscuro ('lightdark') is ceded to the enemy here, since it is a perfect term for the interplay of figure and ground that the McLuhans champion. But the 'iconic absolutism of being' is an equally effective phrase for describing the multiple simultaneous perspectives of Heisenberg's physics or Picasso's cubist portraits. Like the Easterners and the pre-literate Ancient West, the great twentieth-century figures in all domains are rhetoricians and grammarians, not dialecticians. In this respect they resemble Vico and Francis Bacon, who no one ever ranks among the ten greatest philosophers, but who emerge from Laws of Media as towering figures (along with James Joyce, that Hölderlin of the McLuhans). Earlier, we noted the paradox that Laws of Media wants to preserve holistic continuity between things while also denying that space and time are continua (since the continuum treats things as figure-minus-ground in the manner of visual space) (ibid., p. 22). This excess of figuration is linked with the mechanistic philosophy of nature, which reduces things to mere surfaces translating force between one another, suppressing their shadowy resonance between figure and ground. For the McLuhans, mechanism is already overcome by various developments in physics: including the 'field-mosaic' approach (ibid., p. 3), Bohr's discontinuous electron orbits (ibid., p. 43) and the notorious wave/particle duality (ibid., p. 51). Einstein's redefinition of gravity as a warping of time and space is likened to 'acoustic space [in which] every thing or event creates its own space, and time' (ibid., p. 53).
This serves nicely to flesh out the preceding historical claims. But the McLuhans draw another unfortunate conclusion, one in which they are joined by some of the leading thinkers of the past century. What is more harmful than their unreadable duality of good and bad continua is their further assumption that objective things in themselves are groundless visual figures, whereas the human mind is responsible for acoustic/tactile holism. In short, the McLuhans imply (needlessly) that the very notion of an objective world is a Western/visual/figural symptom. After blaming visual space for drawing a false distinction between 'inner' and 'outer' worlds, the McLuhans choose the 'inner' as their preference, for no evident reason. They praise the following words of Fritjof Capra in his book The Tao of Physics: 'The Eastern mystics tell us again and again that all things and events we perceive are creations of the mind ... Hinduism holds that all shapes and structures around us are created by a mind under the spell of maya, and it regards our tendency to attach deep significance to them as the basic human illusion' (ibid., p. 60 from Capra, 1976, p. 29) . The McLuhans' endorsement of Capra is a puzzling inversion of their own views earlier in the book. Initially, they blamed human abstraction for stripping figures from their natural ground, whereas the world itself was supposedly formed of resonant intervals. But now it is the human mind that is suddenly responsible for holistic resonance between things, whereas material things (suddenly demoted to illusory maya) are blamed for the figural bias that had previously been described as the work of the biased human intelligence.
This strange leap into hyper-idealism need not be taken too seriously, since it is contradicted by some of the McLuhans' own examples of postliterate reality. For instance, though it is true that idealist interpretations of quantum theory still carry a good deal of weight, the same is not true of general relativity. Einstein teaches that stars and planets themselves curve time and space in their own way, not that gravity and the curvature of space-time belong to a mere veil of maya woven by the human mind. In this respect the realist Einstein is more radical than the idealist McLuhans, granting to things themselves a power of resonant figure/ground interplay that the McLuhans are tempted to ascribe to the human mind alone. This people-centred bias, typical of philosophy since Kant, echoes Heidegger's assumption that Dasein alone draws inert things (if they even exist) into the humanized theatre of the tool system. This idealist temptation has a serious consequence for the McLuhans, since it bolsters their regrettably modest claim that tetrads are irrelevant outside the human sphere.
Tetrads: the resonant interval
The best way to summarize the tetrad is to see how it answers the four questions posed earlier to any quadruple structure.
(a) 'What are the two axes of division that generate the tetrad?' Answer: the first duality is between tacit ground and explicit figure, which concerns the morphology of an artefact. The second concerns how each of these terms contains the seed of its opposite, which the McLuhans term metamorphosis. Against all expectations, whatever is enhanced becomes ground, and whatever is obsolesced becomes figure. At the same time, any visible figure is also a previous ground, since every medium retrieves an old one as its content. And finally, whatever is enhanced contains the potential to reverse into its opposite, with the ground rising up as figure. (b) 'Are the four poles static, or do they interact?' Obviously, the four terms of the tetrad interact for the McLuhans. They are not like the pre-Socratic air, earth, fire and water, sitting side by side and walled off from mutual transformation. Any given medium is sometimes enhanced, sometimes obsolesced, sometimes retrieved and sometimes the end point of a reversal. 'And if one pole turns into another, how does this happen?' The primary answer, for the McLuhans, is by way of heating. One medium reverses into another when it is heated to the limit of its potential. Although retrieval is one of the 'metamorphic' terms of the tetrad, its work is always already accomplished whenever it appears on the scene. The germ of future transformations must be sought in the moment of reversal. (c) 'Is this tetrad simultaneous in any given instant, or does it require that we bring past and future moments into play?' Despite terminology that suggests otherwise, the McLuhans implode the entire tetrad into a single instant. Although the metamorphic terms hint at a past and a future, the McLuhans avow that retrieval and reversal are both dimensions contained in any instant: right now. When speaking of the reversal of some technology -say, cellular telephones -we are not wondering about their fate 10 or 12 years from now, but look instead to the heart of the present instant to find an already present germ of reversibility. (d) 'Does the tetrad cover the whole of reality, or only a limited portion of it?' The McLuhans respond that it is limited to human conceptual and technical artefacts, all of which have a linguistic structure. They make no effort to extend their tetrad into the animal and mineral realms; indeed, they hold this to be impossible.
(a) Enhancement
Marshall McLuhan attained stardom with Understanding Media, his 1964 magnum opus, which already contains the four poles of the tetrad in germ. In fact, the tetrads were meant as nothing more than a revision of the earlier book, in the face of criticisms that Understanding Media was 'unscientific'. In search of a properly 'scientific' method to answer the critics, the elder McLuhan eventually settled on the famous principle of falsifiability: 'one evening, he found the answer in Sir Karl Popper's Objective Knowledge -that [a scientific statement] was something stated in such a manner that it could be disproved' (McLuhan and McLuhan, 1988, p. viii) . Each component of the tetrads is meant as a possible statement that might be formulated and tested for any human technology. Eric tells us that enhancement and obsolescence were discovered immediately. Reversal took only a few more hours. Just three weeks later, retrieval was recognized as the fourth law present in Marshall McLuhan's earlier work. Enhancement might seem at first to be the simplest of the terms. The subtitle of the 1964 book had been The Extensions of Man, and extension is in fact a synonym for enhancement. 'Every technology extends or amplifies some organ or capacity of the user' (ibid.). Hammers extend the human fist. Their power and durability remove the frailty that prevents us from using clenched hands to pound nails and walls. Electronic mail enhances rapid communication, discarding the snail-mail pace of aeroplanes and ships that once haunted paper messages. Search engines enhance memory by granting immediate access to forgotten names and facts, which once required months of timid queries to library staff. Note that enhancement does not create new abilities ex nihilo. Instead, it builds on existing strengths. E-mail would mean nothing to illiterates, and merely extends a universe of written correspondence that was already available. In the same fashion, hammers are ill-suited for the intelligent squids and jellyfish of H.P. Lovecraft's tales, and need something like a human hand as their primitive underpinning.
In this way, enhancement extends 'potency into act', as we learn from a series of brilliant diagrams a bit later in Laws of Media (ibid., . Each of the four poles of the tetrad is itself found to enhance, obsolesce, retrieve and reverse something. By removing the lethargic pace of transatlantic flights, e-mail unleashes the full potential of rapid-fire exchanges between Princeton and Geneva (enhancement). The price of such enhancement is always 'privation of alternative potentials', since every decision cuts off other potential decisions (obsolescence), and overcommits us to whatever step has been taken. With the emergence of e-mail as the chosen medium for certain forms of communication, other possible means of contact are condemned to death. Safe in their graves, these alternatives are sometimes difficult to imagine. But novelists might dream up alternative worlds of supersonic mail carriers and cities laced with pneumatic-tube infrastructure to enhance the old paper communication. Or we might have addressed the slowness of snail mail with a greater reflection and depth, packing more value into our slow communications. But these alternatives are now moot. The decision has been made, the die has been cast, the alternate options thrown aside.
But this only tells us what enhancement enhances and obsolesces. Does every extension also lead to some retrieval and reversal? The answer is yes. The McLuhans aver that enhancement flips into 'final cause', and though no explanation is given, the point is immediately convincing. When one extension wins out over unborn possible rivals, it begins to carry an air of the inevitable. It becomes difficult to imagine an alternative 1990s in which e-mail would not have triumphed, and nearly impossible to conceive of a human race that shunned hammers for some alternative device. It takes a brilliant historian to retrace the world's unchosen avenues. If science fiction imagines strange possible futures, good history envisages strange possible presents. How would a Muslim victory at Tours have changed the present look of Europe? Would a surviving President Roosevelt have been so impulsive in using the atomic bomb? Would a President Gore have invaded Iraq? What sort of children would I have had with my ex-fiancée, and how might they have changed my life? The recent popular boom of 'What If?' history books is not a waste of precious time on the unknowable, but a response to a genuine duty to fight the usual manner in which decisions flip into the appearance of final cause. Hence it is ironic when Marshall McLuhan is accused of 'technological determinism', for such determinism is accounted for and criticized by the tetrad itself.
An 'extension of man' is never a laughing matter, since it silently murders other possible worlds.
The price we pay for special technological extensions, whether wheel or alphabet or computer, is that they become closed systems.
[Yet] our private senses are not closed systems but endless translated into each other ... [By contrast,] our extended senses, tools, technologies, mental constructs, through the ages have been closed systems incapable of interplay or collective awareness. (Ibid., p. 226) By extending our organs into more durable outer materials, what we lose is the ambiguous resonance between the various regions of sense perception. Let this be noted, since later I will partially disagree with the point. Here again, the McLuhans identify the human senses with rich and resonant intervals, and external objects with exaggerated one-dimensional systems. This suggests a programme of restoring objects back to the resonant holistic interactions of the human kingdom, by way of the 'all is one' of Eastern mysticism. In my estimation, this cedes too much ground to the dull naturalistic view of inanimate objects, and Husserl and Heidegger had ceded precisely the same ground.
We are now left with the trickier question of what an extension retrieves. The McLuhans tell us that with enhancement, 'old logos returns as new mythos'. This strange phrase is the key to Laws of Media. Reading further: 'Retrieval always seems to provide the keynote or dominant mode of each tetrad, which may explain why it is often the most difficult of the four to discover' (ibid., p. 228, emphasis added). Recall that the McLuhanite vision is based on the resonant figure/ground relationship. Should enhancement be linked with the figure of any perception, or its ground? The reader might assume that extending something amounts to increasing its prominence before our eyes, and hence making it more figural than ever before. This would be incorrect. When a new medium enhances something, this enhancement can only take the form of a ground. Though we all occasionally reflect on the status of electronic mail as a cultural medium, more often we simply fire messages back and forth, reacting to what someone sends us. Usually we ignore the medium as a whole, which rumbles as the tacit background supporting individual messages as its content.
The same point is found in Marshall McLuhan's most famous slogan: 'the medium is the message'. Moralistic critics of television who weigh the relative proportions of quality and junk TV shows are missing the point; they remain focused on content, as ideologues always do. As we read early in McLuhan's classic 1964 work:
The instance of the electric light may prove illuminating ... The electric light is pure information. It is a medium without a message, as it were, unless it is used to spell out some verbal ad or name. This fact, characteristic of all media, means that the 'content' of any medium is always another medium. The content of writing is speech, just as the written word is the content of print, and print is the content of the telegraph. (McLuhan, 1994, p. 8, emphasis added) The merit of McLuhan's figure/ground model is to undercut our narrow focus on the explicit surface content of any situation and draw our attention instead to the underworld from which it emerges. E-mail is rarely the logos or explicit topic under discussion, but is a partly concealed background myth in which rapid exchanges of death threats, love letters and terrorist codes unfold. 'The medium is the message' means, simply, that the unspoken ground is always the more powerful statement in any situation.
Some literary examples may be helpful. Consider the brilliant writing style of Friedrich Nietzsche. Now compare any genuine work of Nietzsche with two possible alternatives: (a) a dry academic summary of 'Nietzsche's views' on power, slave morality and the death of God; (b) a brilliant parody using Nietzsche's style, but in celebration of Christian socialism and the average working man. There can be no doubt that option (b) will have more of a Nietzschean flavour than option (a), despite the utterly opposite content of Nietzsche himself and (b). To repeat Nietzsche's opinions in tedious propositional language fails to replicate the Nietzsche medium -but repeating his style does convey the essence of the medium, however bizarre the results. The same holds true if we compare a genuine work of the Marquis de Sade with: (a) some low-grade magazine tale of lust and 'transgression', and (b) a parody entitled The 120 Days of Eden, written in Sade's exact style, but in praise of chastity and innocence. Here again, there can be no doubt that option (b) is the more Sadean work. Any author is primarily a style, not a content. In similar fashion, electric lights, dogs, atomic bombs and love affairs are more a cold background in which life unfolds than a heated-up stream of detailed information. This yields a strange result: any enhancement, except perhaps in its initial stages, is invisible in the same manner as all grounds. A medium is deeper than its surface effects, even though it is knowable primarily only through those same effects. To extend the hand with a hammer does not usually draw our attention to the hammer; instead, it inaugurates a world in which reeds and bones have lost all prestige as obstacles. To enhance something does not mean to turn it into a floodlit rock star, but rather into a soundless electric or magnetic field. To enhance means to unleash, but only in the sense in which angels are unleashed to perform an invisible deed.
Before moving on, we should note the far greater depth of the McLuhan vision of technology than is found in the sadly monotonous account of Heidegger, who in my view is horribly overrated as a philosopher of technology. For Heidegger, technology is a gloomy drama in which every invention merely strips the mystery from the world and turns all things into a manipulable stockpile of present-at-hand slag. A mass-produced umbrella is no different from a cinder block or an aircraft carrier. The McLuhans see more deeply. They sense the individual ambiguity, the cryptic interplay of surface and depth in every least breakthrough in headphone technology and new style of plastic bag. By contrast, Heidegger views every new object as nothing but another homogeneous step towards hell, or perhaps towards heaventhanks to the tedious reversibility of Hölderlin's 'danger' and 'saving power'. An optimistic Heidegger would be no better: the problem with his analyses is not their pessimism, but their monotony. Although Heidegger deserves to be called the greatest philosopher of the past century for other reasons, it is scandalous that his philosophy of technology is taken seriously while the vastly superior work of the McLuhans is marginalized as pop media theory.
(b) Obsolescence
History is a field of ruins, and all of those ruins are obsolesced media. The Roman Empire is gone, as are the Etruscans, the Aztecs, and the eras ruled by Jimmy Carter, fountain pens, bank tellers and telephone landlines. Whenever some new extension is made, we must ask not only what it enhances, but also 'what does it render obsolete or displace? ' (McLuhan and McLuhan, 1988, p. 7) . The ultimate symbol of obsolescence is last week's newspaper, with its dull and elderly assessment of recent stories that have already moved on. Obsolesced media enter 'the rag-and-bone shop of abandoned cliché' (ibid., p. 100). Yet to become obsolete 'is not the end of anything; it's the beginning of aesthetics, the cradle of taste, of art, of eloquence and of slang ... The cultural midden-heap of cast-off clichés and obsolescent forms is the cradle of all innovation' (ibid.).
Returning to the masterful diagrams on pages 227 and 228, we examine the four faces of obsolescence. What does obsolescence enhance? The answer is that 'act returns to potential' (ibid., p. 227). Against the usual, understandable tendency to assume that actual 5 visible and potential 5 invisible, we learned in the previous section that to enhance something is to make it the invisible ground, a pulsing background message that allows us to become distracted with some other foreground of new figures. For example, we generally focus on phone conversations themselves, not on the cellular phone as a medium. When a medium is finally obsolesced, its actuality as a hidden active ground returns to potential; ironically enough, this occurs in the manner of making it visible. Continuing further, obsolescence obsolesces 'the ground of the old item'. That is to say, the telephone landline, like the previous White House Administration, is no longer the atmosphere we breathe, but just a dated and slightly annoying piece of material that has finally taken on stale definite contours. What obsolescence retrieves is 'awareness of ground as all potential', or as the McLuhans put it in a side note, 'potential as a ground of hidden treasure and opportunity: junk heap as dynamic resource' (ibid.). As long as a medium is active, it retains the status of invisible ground. Potentiality belongs instead to the world of figures, where discarded clichés from the rag-and-bone shop are the seedbed of eventual surprises. Future change does not come from the currently active media, which are already doing all that they can do to shape us; instead, change comes from the junkyard of previously obsolesced forms. At the same time, obsolescence reverses into 'retrieval mode: ground becomes figure; all potency called into act at once'. Namely, the wasteland of abandoned forms gives rise to aesthetics and retro hipsterism. This can be seen in the eventual return of such jettisoned media as vinyl LPs, midwives, bell-bottom trousers, disco (techno music), Rome (the European Union), and the Assassins of Alamut (al-Qaeda).
The most important lesson of enhancement and obsolescence so far is that, against all expectations, ground must be identified with the actual and figure with the potential. A thing reaches its actuality precisely when it reaches the status of hidden ground: a thing must be medium in order to be message. Enhancement and obsolescence concern what the McLuhans call the 'morphology' of a medium, or its basic structure of visibility and invisibility. The other two moments of the tetrad pertain to what they call 'metamorphosis', or the interweaving of each medium into its forerunner and its heir. We must now consider these other two moments.
(c) Retrieval
Even in 1964, Marshall McLuhan had seen that every medium has an older medium as its content. This content can range from the cast-off clichés of yesteryear to the archetypes that seem to draw from a deeper well. In fact, the archetype is merely 'ye olde cliché writ large' (McLuhan and McLuhan, 1988, p. 100) . The passage from cliché to archetype may take centuries, as with the delayed retrieval of Aristotelian philosophy by Averroës and St Thomas Aquinas. Or it can happen with relative speed, as in the case of vinyl LPs, which took less than a decade to evolve from poor man's compact discs into the high-life treasure of a jazzy bohemian elite. Recently, these shifts have become so confusingly rapid that it can be difficult to detect whether a given medium occupies cliché or archetypal status at any given moment. This was observed with typical comic genius by the satirical newspaper The Onion, in a story entitled 'Lava Lamps Revert from Passé Retro Kitsch back to Novel Retro Camp '. 6 Here are a few delicious excerpts from the article, which Marshall McLuhan would have greatly enjoyed:
Lava lamps, the once-popular, then passé, then popular again, then passé again novelty items that have cyclically taken various American subcultures by storm throughout their 35-year history, are back.
The switch marks the 17th time the government has changed the lava lamp's retro classification since its initial resurgence in 1976 as an amusing, campy throwback to the then-outmoded '60s hippie drug culture.
The lamps often simultaneously occupy many different points along the retro-cycle curve, causing confusion among retro cognoscenti. For example, in 1998, computer dweebs considered the lamps 'CyberKewl,' while swing-dancing hipsters dismissed them as 'lame-a-roony-toony. ' 'Lava lamps? Please. I remember back in '88, '89, when everybody had one in their dorm room because they were trying to be all late '60s, early '70s,' said Jen Cushman, 31. 'Talk about over. Having a lava lamp now is so late-'80s late '60s/early '70s.' It is amusing enough to recount these confusing, decadent instances of retrieval in popular culture. But more interesting for us is the exact way that the figure/ground dynamic plays out in retrieval. This is more intricate than might be imagined. It is obvious enough that retrieval brings back an older medium from the graveyard of cliché, converting it into archetype. Something is brought back that was previously obsolesced. But recall that obsolescence does not mean to be forgotten. Au contraire: the living medium is the one consigned to true oblivion, since it readjusts our sensory ratios without being explicitly recognized most of the time. The dead medium is the one that becomes visible, though initially only as stale cliché. For this reason, it might seem that the shift of a medium from cliché ('passé retro kitsch') to archetype ('novel retro camp') would merely be the result of changing value judgements within the figural realm in which clichés and archetypes always sit side by side. Concealed grounds would seem to play no role here at all.
But this is not the case. The McLuhans (1998, p. 103) find, convincingly, that the archetype is an 'old ground seen as figure through a new ground' . In other words, the cliché does not just automatically become archetype ('novel retro camp') after a certain period of time has elapsed. Real work is needed for this to become possible, and some discarded forms may never be retrieved, or retrieved much later than expected. The McLuhans state this lucidly: 'Retrieval is not simply a matter of hauling the old thing back onto stage, holus-bolus. Some translation or metamorphosis is necessary to place it into relation to the new ground -as anyone can testify who has experienced "revivals" in our culture ... The old thing is brought up to date, as it were' (ibid., p. 101). However venerable a thing may be, it cannot serve as archetype without the blessing and electrical power of some living contemporary medium, the only 'up to date' thing there can ever be. There may eventually be a new wave of retrieval for such dead media as French existentialism, Spy magazine, Marxism, virginity before marriage, and Cabbage Patch dolls, or there may not be. In each case, it would take real work by some gifted and motivated translator.
Returning briefly to the fourfold tribunal on pages 227 and 228 of Laws of Media, we ask about the four deeds of retrieval. First, retrieval enhances 'metamorphosis'. Instead of static forms strung out through time in linear fashion, we see the involution of one form in another. Next, retrieval obsolesces 'the original matter'. This is glossed as an obsolescence of the 'danger [and] risk of the original ground' (ibid., p. 228). If the re-enactment of American Civil War battles is taken as a form of retrieval, with some participants going so far as to become purposely infested with lice for historical accuracy, it still remains unlikely that any re-enactment will adopt real lead bullets and perform amputations with bone-saws. This is the difference between aesthetics and reality. Retrieval retrieves 'recognition of form', since the medium no longer operates silently in the background, but draws our explicit attention. And we already know that retrieval reverses into archetype.
(d) Reversal
We now come to reversal. If retrieval was called the dominant note of every tetrad, reversal is its only real engine of change. The reason is that for any given medium at any moment, enhancement, obsolescence and retrieval are always already faits accomplis. Reversal is the one portion of the tetrad that is capable of increasing gradations, in the form of heating. When heated to the limit of its potential, a medium flips into its opposite and becomes a discarded cliché. Cellular phones flip into text-message devices, while the text-based Internet reverses into the online telephony of Skype. To cite one of the McLuhans' own more entertaining examples, the sheer business deal of prostitution reverses into sentimentality (ibid., p. 135) (as in stories of the 'hooker with a golden heart'). Pushed to the limit, the Romanization of the barbarians reverses into tribal parochialism. The fragmentation of European vernacular tongues eventually flips into the dominance of English, the new Latin. Traditionally, the city was meant for leisure and the countryside for work. In modern times this relationship was famously turned inside-out (ibid., p. 107). Still later it returned, with the new opposition between suburban 'office slave' compounds and urban entertainment districts.
We now consider the four faces of reversal, just as with the other moments of the tetrad. The McLuhans observe that reversal enhances 'metamorphosis: act and potency switch roles'. This is clear enough. With the appearance of massive daily traffic jams, the car becomes an annoying visible figure rather than a smoothly functioning medium, and the once obsolete world of gruelling travel-to-market becomes our medium once again. When overused, random terrorism ceases to frighten tourists and reverses into the same sort of rarely feared natural catastrophe as a tsunami or shark attack. Reversal obsolesces 'efficient cause'. The point here is that efficient cause explains events as a series of links in a chain, with one leading to the next. But reversal leads the effect to boomerang back onto the initial cause, giving the opposite result of the one intended -thereby depriving the initial causal agent of its imagined power. Reversal retrieves 'complementarity', since the supposed linear progress through time now becomes a repeated cyclical pattern of two forces in permanent opposition. And reversal reverses into a situation where 'dynamic becomes static'. For all its dynamism, reversal seems to leave us stranded in permanent alternation between yin and yang, East and West, wave and particle, paper and plastic.
Concluding philosophical remarks
It will now be clear, I hope, that the tetrads are a powerful utensil for analysing any concept or artefact one might wish to describe. It is worthy of a full treatise of ontology, yet it remains an undervalued concept even in what passes these days for McLuhanite circles. If it were a fair world, there would be a Tetrad Movement no less famous than the Marxist International, the Psychoanalytic Association and the Yearbook for Phenomenology.
In the limited pages remaining to me, I will focus briefly on five implications of the tetrad for philosophy. This will serve to outline a future line of research on the tetrads, and will also leave the reader with a handful of translucent pebbles to rub through the palms and hold up to the sun. The five topics are as follows: (1) the mechanisms of heating; (2) the nature of time; (3) indirect communication; (4) false imprisonment in the human realm; (5) the greatness of Bacon and Vico. Since each of these subjects is now left with an average of 450 words apiece, the reader is asked to forgive my highly compressed overview of these themes.
(a) Heating
For the McLuhans, all change in the world occurs through some transmutation of an existing figure/ground relationship. 'Heating' is the means of change that interests them most, but numerous others are possible. Chapter 2 of Understanding Media is entitled 'Media Hot and Cold'. A hot medium is 'one that extends one single sense in "high definition"... Hot media do not leave much to be filled in or completed by the listener' (McLuhan, 1994, p. 22) . Television is a good example. By contrast, 'telephone is a cool medium, or one of low definition, because the ear is given a meager amount of information ... Cool media are high in participation or completion by the audience' (ibid.). Hieroglyphics are a cold medium, and the phonetic alphabet a hot one. The primary engine of change, for Marshall McLuhan, is the overheating of media. Thermodynamics teaches us that heat disperses into greater and greater entropy, but McLuhan's thermodynamics of media takes the opposite tack: temperature always tends to increase. What happens is that a medium eventually becomes overpopulated with too much information, too many separate figures for our senses to manage. 'The reversal aspect of the tetrad is succinctly exemplified in a maxim from information theory: data overload equals pattern recognition. Any word or process or form, pushed to the limits of its potential, reverses its characteristics and becomes a complementary form ' (McLuhan and McLuhan, 1988, p. 107, emphasis added) . When automobile travel becomes too cluttered with individual cars, the mobility of highways flips into the stasis of traffic gridlock. Individual cars were meant to be figures within an invisible medium of highway infrastructure, but they now become the medium itself, reversing into bulky metallic masses that obstruct numerous other such masses. The shiny metallic bodies of trucks and Porsches becomes a new and testy medium in which progress slows to a halt, giving rise to novel 'figures' in the form of road rage incidents and talk radio marathons. The multiplication of too many similar figures (cars) unleashes the hidden ground of those figures (physical bulkiness), which in turn is different from the initial ground of the situation as a whole (smoothly flowing traffic). The captive populace of any medium always tends to assert its rights and become itself the future medium, just as the German-born legionnaires reversed the onward march of Rome from within, suddenly proclaiming their tribal identities.
But we might also ask about the possible cooling of media, a topic that does not occupy the McLuhans as much. If it is true that some media are naturally hot (radio) and others naturally cold (television), this suggests that radio has less room for transformation by heating, and that in some cases it transmutes into other forms through cooling. As a trivial parallel example, consider the NCAA basketball tournament, which begins with 65 potential champions, and in just two weeks cools down to four. The high-definition mass of rival teams gradually ceases to become the medium, as we become hypnotized instead by the individual variations of the 'Final Four', with their stylistic quirks and specific human-interest stories. A more serious example would be the formation of literary and scientific canons. Any given century contains hundreds of rival thinkers and poets. Before long, virtually all are forgotten, as the medium cools down to a few worthy survivors. What happens here is that the previous Zeitgeist loses its status as the medium for intellectual work, and what is most idiosyncratic and least typical in the surviving great authors tends to become the new medium. Heidegger's philosophy must have seemed like just one more bit of anti-Weimar irrationalism, and Shakespeare like just one more commercial London actor. In similar fashion, landscapes become low-definition as they recede into the distance, and the frenzied details of our day-to-day lives cools down into a series of oversimplified past monuments. 'Ah yes, my Chicago days ...' What this phrase forgets are the highdefinition hassles of tedious Chicago events, which fade from view like blades of grass from the view of speeding motorists, as hazy volcanoes dominate the landscape on afar.
(b) The nature of time
Any theory of time must balance its synchronic and diachronic aspects. Time can be viewed either as a resonant interplay of ambiguous moments in an isolated instant (Heidegger) or a ceaseless becoming that cannot be broken into isolated instants (Bergson, Deleuze). On a related note, it is also important to balance the epochal aspects of time with its gradual ones. Thomas Kuhn's 'paradigm shifts' and Stephen Jay Gould's 'punctuated equilibria' must also leave room for what they devalue: the step-by-step piecework of normal science, and the languid rain of genetic drift.
Though any philosophy of time worth its salt must show a good balance between these competing demands, any author will inevitably place strategic focus on one style of time over another. The McLuhans emphasize time as synchronic, punctuated and periodic (as opposed to diachronic, gradual and linear). Time is synchronic because the moments of the tetrad are simultaneous, with all aspects of figure and ground tied together in a Gordian knot at any instant. Time is punctuated because, despite the often confusing interplay of figure and ground, there is an absolute difference between being figure and being ground. For any given observer Humphrey Bogart may be either 'passé retro' cliché or 'novel retro' archetype; e-mail either is or is not still a medium in which each of us moves. The change may happen at different times for different observers: but when it happens, it happens. Being figure and being ground are not the same mode of being, and the shift between them is sudden even when it is not universal. Finally, time is periodic, since abandoned forms are always likely to return in some changed guise. The lava lamp, with its dizzying cycle of entries into the rag-and-bone shop and café chic, serves as an effective symbol of all human artefacts, as they shift wildly between plenitude and emptiness.
Nonetheless, time is not devoid of diachronic, gradual and linear elements, and any fair-minded philosopher must learn to play the piano with the left hand no less than the right. Where, in the McLuhans' vision, do we gain possible access to the diachronic passage of time through gradual steps, which they otherwise prefer to play down? Here again, the answer seems to be through heating. When a medium is slowly heated (or cooled), then by definition it remains the same medium but with differing amounts of content. For this reason, we need a more systematic overview of what it means to heat a medium -especially given that some media (lectures, phonetic scripts, radio) are already said to be hot from the outset.
(c) Indirect communication
When we interact with a medium, or with the figures set loose within it, we remain distinct from these things. 'When we touch something, we contact it and create an interaction with it: we don't connect with it, else the hand and the object would become one. A "static interval" is a contradiction in terms' (McLuhan and McLuhan, 1988, p. 6) . Touch is not fusion, but 'involves also the idea of "play", as in the action of the interval between wheel and axle, as the basis of human communication' (ibid., p. 102). As is made clear by the mention of wheel and axle, intervals are found well beyond the scope of human dealings. The McLuhans take an even further step in this direction, when they add that 'interface, of the resonant interval as "where the action is" in all structures, whether chemical, psychic, or social, involves touch' (ibid., emphasis added). With this nod to the chemical realm, no less than to wheel and axle, we approach the limits of the human-centred model that hinders the tetrads from reaching their full universal scope. Whenever we begin to speak of structures that apply to every portion of the cosmos, we have entered the realm of first philosophy, or metaphysics. With this notion of the interval, we have discovered one of the first principles of the McLuhan metaphysics. Namely: 'there is no connection between figure and ground, but only interface' (ibid., p. 109).
Their basic ontology is one of interface without contact. Two or more entities affect each other in a shared common space without fully belonging to it. In the history of philosophy, the theory that objects cannot affect one another directly is known as occasionalism, usually in the sense that God is what causes everything to happen in every instant. This theory has long been abandoned to the rag-and-bone shop of hoary theological dogma -a wild doctrine of divine intervention that freshmen are encouraged to mock, with the urging of the enlightened post-religious intellect. Yet with their notion of the interval the McLuhans have managed brilliantly to retrieve occasional causation. Once it is seen that entities must touch in a shared medium, but without fusion, occasionalism once again becomes archetype: ye olde seventeenth-century cliché writ large. What is needed is a thorough study of the exact workings of touch-without-contact, which is also known in the history (and future) of science as 'action at a distance'.
(d) False imprisonment in the human realm
Despite their concession that intervals occur even in the realm of wheels and chemicals, the McLuhans persist in confining the tetrad and its figure/ground relationship to the sphere of human perception. First, they observe that 'metaphor has four terms that are discontinuous, yet in ratio to one another, [which means that] the basic mode of metaphor is resonance and intervalthe audile-tactile' (ibid., p. 120). Given that resonant intervals have already been conceded to the structure of molecules, the McLuhans might have suspected that the term 'metaphor' probably has analogues even in the brute physical realm. But instead of extending the scope of metaphor, they unfortunately choose the other fork in the road, and restrict the meaning of resonance and interval. Resonant intervals are henceforth confined to 'language', which they then read in such a constricted sense that even animal communication is excluded. Repeating their earlier claim that the human mind is what generates resonance, they conclude that 'the four-part structure ... is a testimony to the fact that the mind of man is structurally active in all human artefacts and hypotheses' (ibid., emphasis added). In other words, if 'the mind of man' were absent, the world itself would be nothing but dull, isolated chunks awaiting the appearance of the Great Holistic Ratio-Animal to bring them into shadowy, ambiguous resonance. For 'these appositional ratios are not also present in the structure of the "natural" world ...' (ibid., emphasis added). The scare quotes around 'natural' are a defensive manoeuvre familiar already from the writings of phenomenology -which realizes that it has bracketed mindindependent reality out of existence, that it cannot claim that this exclusion of the natural world is not a problem, but also that it is left with no way to address what happens when 'the mind of man' is far from the scene.
The only solution is to retrieve a new form of realism from the rag-and-bone shop of the history of philosophy. The McLuhans narrowly miss extending their resonant intervals down into the structure of inanimate matter, which would have given us a new theory of fourfold causation with truly shocking scope. As paradoxical as this demand may seem, the first steps towards a 'resonant' theory of inanimate causation should already be clear. When fire burns cotton in the absence of all human observers, fire and cotton will still encounter one another only as abstract figures, not in their full plenitude. We too easily identify abstraction per se with the sheer accident that it is often done by a human mind. If abstrahere means 'to draw away', to pull certain portions of a thing away from the thing as a whole, then abstraction is clearly something done even by the most mindless inanimate matter. Fire does not touch the full ground of cotton, but burns its flammable figure, making no contact with the colour or odour that also lie hidden in cotton's secret ground. Fire and cotton reduce each other to figures no less than humans reduce television to its contents. The McLuhans miss this only because they begin with the assumption that the ground or medium must be something present in human perception. The resonant interval does not belong to 'the mind of man', but to all objects that exist. Still, the McLuhans can hardly be blamed for a prejudice found in equal degree in nearly every important philosopher since Kant (the major exception would be Whitehead).
(e) The greatness of Bacon and Vico
Any new thinker will reorganize our assessment of past thinkers -raising formerly marginal ancestors to heavyweight status, while leaving others to fall into shadow. In the case of the McLuhans this remark is not only 'true', but forms an essential part of their system of tetrads. The act of retrieval in intellectual history requires that certain authors, formerly reduced to wellknown clichés in the historian's arsenal, be transformed in such a way as to provide a new contemporary ground. (They cite T.S. Eliot in support of this view (McLuhan and MuLuhan, 1988, p. 47) .) For the McLuhans, Francis Bacon and Giambattisto Vico are not just intellectual footnotes to be mastered by pedants; they are prophets of an uncompleted 'new science' that the McLuhans aim to complete. What Bacon and Vico have in common is that both are 'ancients' (ibid., p.9). They are 'grammarians' (ibid., p. x) (or rhetoricians) rather than dialecticians; Vico is described as 'the last great pre-electric grammarian' (ibid., p. 215), a figure who pays explicit homage to Bacon as his own great model. What they have in common is a shared insight into the 'bias of perception' (ibid., p. xi), which always tends to suppress its own ground. This is the point of Bacon's idols and Vico's partially similar axioms.
Bacon has additional importance for us, since he is surely the most trivialized and misunderstood great figure in the history of philosophy. 7 Bacon is generally viewed as a champion of red-meat empiricism and as a sceptic towards unscientific nonsense, but this is no more than a projection by unimaginative positivists of more recent times. In fact, Bacon is a surprising champion of formal causation. As he puts it in his great work, 'efficient and material causes are perfunctory and superficial, and contribute nothing to true and active knowledge' (Bacon, 1994, pp. 134-5, emphasis added) . Although Bacon seems critical of forms in the first part of the book (the only part that is usually studied), his critique of forms is aimed only at the Platonic separation of forms from bodies, since for Bacon individual bodies are all that exist. But given that true forms are latent in all individual bodies, 'truth in contemplation and freedom in operation follow from the discovery of forms' (ibid., p. 135). This discovery takes place through induction, 'not through fire', though 'we must pass, it is clear, from Vulcan to Minerva, if we intend to bring to light the true structures and schematisms of bodies' (ibid., p. 141). The obscurity of forms is not due solely to the human mind, but to the fact that 'since every body contains many forms of natures, linked and in a concrete state, they all beat back, suppress, break, and bind one another, so that each individual form is obscured' (ibid., p. 184).
Hence, the Baconian metaphysics is one of forms wrapped in forms, or grounds wrapped in figures wrapped in grounds wrapped in figures, endlessly. This points forward to the McLuhans, but it also points back to some of Bacon's forerunners: Nicholas of Cusa, Giordano Bruno, and the alchemical tradition, with their respective theories of enfolded forms and virtues.
No one in the seventeenth century (not even Leibniz) allows for such a richly ambiguous interaction of grounds and figures in the world. And no one in the twentieth century, not even Heidegger, does as much as the McLuhans to retrieve the metaphysics of objects as a viable medium. Whether they deserve credit for 'the single biggest intellectual discovery ... of at least the last couple of centuries' will depend largely on the imagination of the next couple of centuries.
